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Implementation science

Participants will understand and 
apply principles of implementation 
science when designing the roll out 
of a major district-wide initiative.

LF Standard: Implementation

Align data collection

Participants will be able to align data to 
strategic goal targets with a data 
collection cadence that allows for 
proactive improvement.

LF Standard: Data, Implementation

Assess impact

Participants will be able to use multiple 
sources of data to assess the impact of a 
large district initiative.

LF Standard: Data

Optimize coach time

Participants will review tools and protocols 
for optimizing coaching time around 
personalized teacher support.

LF Standard: Leadership, Resources

Session Objectives Tweet with us @SVVSD & @KickUpEd



1. Introduction: Start with the Why
15 minutes

2. Implementation Science
20 minutes 

3. 🔎 Initial Implementation
30 minutes

4. Looking Forward: Full Implementation
10 minutes

Agenda

Share Out & Feedback 10 minutes

Data Review Simulation 30 minutes

What’s Your Why? 10 minutes

Tweet with us @SVVSD & @KickUpEd



Start with the Why

Tweet with us @SVVSD & @KickUpEd



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1LZffwxmzSAKFKxd58QU9jxrJpv7AWjOL/preview




“We will ensure 
all children have 
a competitive 
advantage.”

“ Dr. Don Haddad, Superintendent 



Investment: Learning Technology Plan 
$2.2 million annually on tech
● 1:1 iPad program at 20 secondary schools
● Classroom sets of 10 at elementary schools
● Laptop for every teacher
● 2 Chromebook carts at 25 elementary schools
● 1-5 computer labs per school, with printers
● Projectors  in every classroom
● 11 school based Learning Tech Coaches
● Apple Certification Program for students 



Outcomes 
Students and teachers will regularly 
investigate, communicate, collaborate, 
create, model, and explore concepts 
and content in authentic contexts.



“Technology can have 
powerful effects on 
student learning, but 
only with a successful 
and intentional 
implementation.”



What’s Your Why? What’s Your What?



What’s your why?
10 minutes
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What’s Our Why? What’s Our What?

We will ensure all children have a 
competitive advantage.

Students and teachers will regularly 
investigate, communicate, collaborate, 

create, model, and explore concepts 
and content in authentic contexts.

Tip: Graphic organizer on pg. 2 of handout



Implementation Science
20 minutes
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Exploration

Installation

Initial Implementation

Full Implementation

Collecting feedback to 
identify needs

Establishing a framework of 
supports and resources

Rolling out pilot 
implementation 

Reaching full integration in 
practice

Implementation Stages
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Needs of the students; how well the program or practice might 
meet identified needs

Fit with current initiatives, priorities, structures and supports, 
and parent/community values

Resource Availability: is funding available to implement and 
sustain the program or practice as intended?   

Evidence indicating the outcomes that might be expected if the 
program or practices are implemented well

Readiness for Replication: to what degree is the program or 
practice “education ready”? 

Capacity to Implement: ability to implement as intended and to 
sustain and improve implementation over time

Exploration Phase



Table Talk

What are some activities your 
district might engage in 
during the exploration phase?
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Exploration Phase
We convened an Instructional Technology 
Advisory Committee to conduct a needs 
assessment and guide the Exploration Phase:

● Community members
● Parents and family members
● Teachers
● Administrators
● Students

“Teachers want to use technology, 
but they needed help.”

More: tech.svvsd.org/itac/about/

https://tech.svvsd.org/itac/about/


Exploration Phase
Needs - opportunity to dream: how might we enrich what we are 
doing?  

Fit: where are we now and where are we going—ongoing 
conversations with adults and students

Resource Availability - ongoing resources: what can we sustain 
and refresh?

Evidence: what will we see?  

Readiness for Replication: to what degree is the program or 
practice ‘education ready? 

Capacity to Implement: adding ITC and LTC support



Exploration

Initial Implementation

Full Implementation

Collecting feedback to 
identify needs

Rolling out pilot 
implementation 

Reaching full integration in 
practice

Implementation Stages

Installation
Establishing a framework of 

supports and resources



Installation Phase
Ensure the availability of funding streams, human resource 
strategies, and policy development

Create referral mechanisms, reporting frameworks, and 
outcome expectations. 

Specifically: Communication Flow between Coach and Stakeholders, Essential 6 
and Year 1 Milestones

Realign current staff, hire new staff members to meet the 
qualifications required by the program or practice, 

Specifically: Hired IT Coordinators (six), Learning Technology Coaches (one 
per school), and Teacher Librarians

Secure appropriate space, purchase needed technology, fund 
time for staff while they are in training.



Find it: “Essential 6” on pages 3-4 of handout

Essential 6 
Components for 
Learning 
Technology



Year 1 
Quarterly 
Milestones
Document

Find it: Doc on page 5 of handout



Initial Implementation
20 minutes
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Exploration

Full Implementation

Collecting feedback to 
identify needs

Reaching full integration in 
practice

Implementation Stages

Installation
Establishing a framework of 

supports and resources

Initial Implementation
Rolling out pilot 
implementation 



Initial Implementation



Initial Implementation



Competency Support: Coaching
Tweet with us @SVVSD & @KickUpEd

Coaching built upon the 
6 Essential 

How we used coaching:

• One coach per feeder pattern
• Focused on instructional technology



Competency Support: Coaching
Tweet with us @SVVSD & @KickUpEd



Initial Implementation



Organizational Support: Decision Support Data System

Data collectionGoals Analysis Interpretation

St. Vrain’s Essential 6 
Components for 
Learning Technology,
with measurable 
indicators for success

platform

Teacher needs

Time & 
Activities

Feedback

Insights that 
power action



Goals: Developing an evaluation framework 

Types of Changes 
(KASAB/Outcomes)

Formative & Summative
Evaluation Questions

Data Source Data Collection Method

Attitude & Aspiration Is technology helping students become independent learners? KickUp Survey

Behavior How often are teachers using technology to support instruction? Device Usage KickUp
Coaches Log

Survey, Logs, Artifacts

Knowledge & Behavior How often are students using technology to present learning? Device usage Artifacts, Survey (coming 
soon)

Attitude How clearly are expectations for use and safety of technology taught? KickUp Survey

Knowledge & Behavior What types of support are coaches providing?
What types of support do teachers want and need?

Coaches Log

KickUp

Logs, Survey

Skill & Behavior To what extent are staff using learning technology to foster Tier 1 Instructional 
strategies?

KickUp
Coaches Log

Survey, Logs

Find it: Framework on page 12 of handout



Organizational Support: Decision Support Data System
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St. Vrain’s Essential 6 
Components for 
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Table Talk

What types of professional 
learning data are you 
collecting in your district?

Tweet with us @SVVSD & @KickUpEd



Teacher Progress 
(Self-Reflection)

St. Vrain: Types of Data

Teacher Needs 
Assessment

Coaching Log

Device Usage

What types of data are we 
collecting at St. Vrain?

Data Collection: Coaching Log 



Data: Coaching Log 



Data: Coaching Log 



Data: Coaching Log 



Teacher Progress 
(Self-Reflection)

St. Vrain: Types of Data

Teacher Needs 
Assessment

Coaching Log

Device Usage

What other types of data are 
we collecting at St. Vrain?

Data Collection: Teacher Progress and Needs



Data Collection: Teacher Progress and Needs



Organizational Support: Decision Support Data System

Data collectionGoals Analysis Interpretation

St. Vrain’s Essential 6 
Components for 
Learning Technology,
with measurable 
indicators for success

platform

Teacher needs

Time & 
Activities

Feedback

Insights that 
power action



Analysis: Teacher Progress and Needs example

Context
• Administered to teachers across district

• Key Evaluation Questions:
- What types of support do teachers want and need?
- To what extent are staff using learning technology to 

foster Tier 1 Instructional strategies?

Tour our 
data

https://pulse.kickup.co/link/dashboard/c48454ff-7988-4d61-af94-a33f2eb85a21/1251#Overview
https://pulse.kickup.co/link/dashboard/c48454ff-7988-4d61-af94-a33f2eb85a21/1251#Overview


Data Review Protocol Simulation
30 minutes
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Activity: Data Simulation

bit.ly/LFStVrainData

At your table, you’ll use a graphic 
organizer to simulate a team 
data review.

25 minutes



3 Volunteers: What is one 
takeaway you have from the 
data review that you might 
use in your own district?

Share Out Tweet with us @SVVSD & @KickUpEd



Organizational Support: Decision Support Data System

Data collectionGoals Analysis Interpretation

St. Vrain’s Essential 6 
Components for 
Learning Technology,
with measurable 
indicators for success

platform

Teacher needs

Time & 
Activities

Feedback

Insights that 
power action



Analysis vs. Interpretation

“Numbers and qualitative data must be 
interpreted to have meaning… No magic 
formulas, not even those for statistical 

significance can infuse meaning into data. 
Only thinking humans can do that.”

- Michael Quinn Patton (2018) - pg 160 in Assessing Impact



Interpretation

What types of support do teachers want & need?



Interpretation

To what extent are staff using learning technology to 
foster Tier 1 Instructional strategies?



Interpretation

How clearly are expectations for use and safety of technology taught?



Initial Implementation



Coaching Report:

• Goal and how we used them
• Alignment with principals and coaches

Consistent Use of Innovations: Performance Assessment

Quarterly Report - Sample

Find it: Report samples on pages 13-15



Looking Forward
10 minutes
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Key takeaways

What we learned
● Planning and support are essential
● Importance of teacher and coach data
● Gradual implementation
● Support teachers and schools

What comes next
● KickUp survey to include school individualized questions
● Student survey to gauge impact from student perspective
● Modification of elementary survey to reflect deeper implementation
● Moving from tech integration to student engagement

Tweet with us @SVVSD & @KickUpEd



Share Out & Feedback
10 minutes

Tweet with us @SVVSD & @KickUpEd



Implementation science

Participants will understand and 
apply principles of implementation 
science when designing the roll out 
of a major district-wide initiative.

LF Standard: Implementation

Align data collection

Participants will be able to align data to 
strategic goal targets with a data 
collection cadence that allows for 
proactive improvement.

LF Standard: Data, Implementation

Assess impact

Participants will be able to use multiple 
sources of data to assess the impact of a 
large district initiative.

LF Standard: Data

Optimize coach time

Participants will review tools and protocols 
for optimizing coaching time around 
personalized teacher support.

LF Standard: Leadership, Resources

How’d we do? Tweet with us @SVVSD & @KickUpEd



Post-Session Evaluation

Take our 3 minute survey!

Your feedback will be used to:
● Understand the impact of our session
● Improve our facilitation

bit.ly/2018SessionFeedback

Your responses power our                                   report

Session ID: 3211

NOTE: Session ID should be in all CAPS 
and is case-sensitive.

http://bit.ly/2018SessionFeedback


3 Volunteers: What is one 
thing from today you hope to 
take back with you to your 
own district?

Share Out

Digital Version of today’s handout:

bit.ly/Session3211

Tweet with us @SVVSD & @KickUpEd

http://bit.ly/Session3211

